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T mobile apn settings windows phone
Click to see if we admit it or not, we are all at least a little in love with the iPhone. However, much less than us are $ 500 in love with the iPhone. If your violet old Windows phone is just sitting to collect the iPhone Jealousy powder, you can fill together 500 sacagaweas leaves, or you can customize your Windows mobile phone to emulate many of the
most interesting features of the iPhone, like the screen Initial of the iPhone, you like -Scroll Contacts and Fancy slide-unlock.Today Iterlisted a couple of methods for Windows Mobile Phone skin to watch and feel like an iPhone. * Hit the jump to see some Windows Mobile iPhone videos in action and find out how to reach the same results. * Note: No,
no matter what you do, will not be an iPhone yet, and I agree, you shouldn't try to make an offshore in an apple (Har Har). But some of the features of the iPhone as implemented using the methods described below are, frankly, better or more intuitive than the default Windows Mobile, and are electrified to bring even an ounce of that usability with my
smartphone. In reality, there are actually two methods I intend to highlight, both of which give good results, none of which are the definitive tools for work (the Windows-Mobile-As-iPhone community is surprisingly active). A method is relatively simple, the other requires a little more legwork.part 1: the easy way the easy method rotates around a skin
(see the video for a closer look) that you can download here (search res_ppc -Custom.Icons. Zip connection). From your download, we advise you to copy the following files to a folder to your Windows Mobile phone (you must be connected to the computer via ActiveSync): launcher.execonfig.inigfx from folder folders you copied files to your
smartphone, you can give it a Quick test browsing the folder you copied them with the Explorer file and running the Learcher.exe. Launcher should give you the main screen as an iPhone. However, you will notice by default that the buttons on the Home screen does not point to something you can use, since each button points to a program, and some
of them do not match anything on the Windows Mobile device. Fortunately, this takes only a little change that we will arrive under. Download slide 2 unlock, the app that will give you that lock screen for smart iPhone. This is a .cab file installed, then copy it to your Windows mobile phone and install it. It should be installed in the program file
directory. Return to the customization of the programs in our iPhone launcher. You can change the application that each button points to edit the config.ini file that resides in the same starter.exe directory. Since you can't open it directly from your device, just copy it to the desktop and open it in your favorite text editor. It should look like this: [Config
button] Text = Windows Tmail.Execalendar = Windows calendar.eeeetc ... To change the programs that approach each button, just find the button in the config.ini file and change the Path for the application from-BE-launched. For example, I don't need to touch the Clock button to see the clock settings. Instead, I mapped the watch to run
slide2undlock, which has a great and beautiful watch. To do this, the new row in the configuration file is similar to this: clock = program slide2undlock slide.exeif you wanted to take things even more, you can customize the images in the GFX folder you copied to the same Directory like launcher.exe. Inside they are all the small BMP graphics that
make up your interface. Just copy your buttons to the GFX folder ICons The same name as the button you want to replace (the names are rigid coded, then you must keep with the same name diagram). To change the actual text, you need to change the images in GFX res (it becomes a bit boring if you take customization at this level). This is really all
that there is. Once a button is customized, you should get the How could you customize any of the buttons (both visually and behaviorally). That being said, here are my recommendations: leave SMS, calendar, photo, camera, calculator and notes as-is. These practically practically the link in which most of us would like you to face the box. Map The
Maps button at Google Maps Mobile or Windows Live Search. (According to Gizmodo, Windows Live search is better - at least on Windows Mobile devices.) Map the clock button to start slide2lock (as described above). This is certainly personal preference, but I prefer the Settings button to start wireless management tool. If you use your regular
settings tools more than I do it, you could keep this. I remember the phone to open the flick-to-scroll contact app, iContact. (You can always beat the call button to get to your phone selection skin.) Web map on any browser you prefer, from the embedded ie to a minimum or work (Safari could be in Windows, but don't look for it every time soon In
Windows Mobile). To be honest, they are not completely safe yet what to do with stocks or weather conditions, since actually I don't know any good and free app for Windows mobile that cover those areas; If you do, please tell us about them in the comments. Otherwise, you can certainly change the icons and programs that lunate completely if the
mood strikes you. Infinally, there is a large Dialer skin for iPhone available in the Zip file made available in this complete and more complicated entry tutorial (overall ... also see it in action in the video below). If you download the file, you need to find the .cab file installed in the Dialpad.part 2 folder: the most difficult method the method I described
above, however twisted can seem, is actually very easy, especially in terms of customization Windows Mobile. If you really want to go to pave your skinning your alley to look more iphoney (is not the nickname of Steve Jobs "?) Ã, â,¬" from every detail to the keyboard and calculator - take a look at the download and The instructions available here. I
had no less luck with the configuration of my phone with this method (your mileage can vary), but as you can see from the video, the results are a bit more complete. If you have time to install and solve problems, and you really want iPhone your WinPhone, you may want to give a go. And so. While I can understand that this whole process might seem
a little frivolous for some, I find myself in front of you as a man who does not like Windows Mobile. The 15 minutes took me to configure my phone using the first method okay worth the refund that I get long term from better usability. If you love the iPhone interface and you still don't see the point in the Tweaking You You Windows smartphone,
therefore ... Well, June 29 is a few steps away.adam Pash is an elderly editor for Lifehacker who is in iPhone . The special feature Hack Attack of him appears every Tuesday on Lifehacker. Subscribe to the RSS Attack Attack feed to get new installments in your newsleader. Source: Twitter @nevilleray T-Mobile CTO All Carrier networks have the APN
settings (name of the access point), which distinguish their gateway between the Internet and the cellular network. If the APN settings on the phone are not right, you may not be able to send or receive multimedia messages (MMS), connect to the Internet or use other T-Mobile Key T-Mobile features, like Voice over LTE (times) or call wi -Fi. What is
an APN? These are the apn settings what happens if it doesn't work? What is an APN? Source: Android Central APN stands for the name of the access point, which is a bit like a password to a speakeasy â,¬ "not apn, no voice to the internet. When entering the APN in the phone, the courier takes a look at the information and decides which type of
connection should be made, for example the IP address assigned to the phone, which Security methods must be used and if it is to be connected to a network of private customers. To activate a phone on T-Mobile, a SIM card must be used for the first time from Or you need to activate an ESIM compatible phone. Apart from that, as long as your phone
is unlocked and compatible with the T-Mobile network, you should be good to go. Most of the time, the APN settings will be automatically managed by the phone and the SIM card, but sometimes it may be necessary to insert them manually. If you have connection problems, a simple restart of the device can solve the problem, but if it's not, it's time to
check your settings. What is an APN, and how do I change it? These are the APN settings you can find APN settings in the mobile network settings. Name: T-Mobile APN: fast.t-mobile.com (for most modern devices with 4G LTE) or EPC.TMobile.com (previous devices) Proxy: Leave the empty door: leave the empty username: Leave The empty
password: leave the white server :: Leave mmsc blank: MMS proxy: Leave the empty MMS port: Leave the empty MMS protocol: WAP 2.0 MCC: 310 MNC: 260 Type of authentication: leave empty APN type: default, SPL, MMS (androids) Internet + MMS (Samsung) APN protocol: IPv4 / IPv6 Roaming protocol APN: Only IPv4 / IPv6 or IPv4 (when
when The anacation roaming apn apiment / disables: leave blank what is not yet working? There are some reasons why your network may not work unrelated to the apn settings. one could be an interruption in your area. Click here to find learn how to find out if there is an interruption and what to do. A couple of other the possibilities are that yours
Device may be malfunctioning or your SIM card no longer works. For these problems your best bet will probably be to visit a T-Mobile Store T or control your device. And if you have a current backup and a Wi-Fi connection available, a factory reset may also be useful. Fast, smooth and cutting-edge, one of flagship plus flagship phones only improves
with 5G support and a massive battery. With a great display and cameras, this phone is the perfect tool for anyone who has done things in motion. We could earn a commission for purchases using our links. Find out more. More.
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